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"The restaurant industry is expected to maintain strong
growth in 2019 thanks to positive economic conditions and
increased incremental sales across segments fueled by a
demand for off-premise dining."
- Hannah Spencer, Foodservice Analyst

This report looks at the following areas:
•
•

FSR segment experiences slowed growth
Cooking at home is restaurants’ biggest competition

Dining out is an important part of Americans’ lives with consumers reporting a strong desire to have
positive restaurant experiences and form connections with restaurant brands. While at-home dining
competition and slowed casual dining segment sales are issues, foodservice industry revenues are
expected to continue to grow in 2019.
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Black customers are top fast food restaurant visitors
Figure 24: Restaurant visitation in the past three months, by Race and Hispanic origin, October 2018
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Regional differences are a factor in restaurant visitation
Figure 26: Restaurant visitation in the past three months, by region, October 2018
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Restaurants must be inclusive of all customer needs
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Price drives restaurant selection for younger consumers
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Menu nutrition information factors into restaurant selection
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Lower-income households desire convenience and more cash payment options
Figure 37: Restaurant Behaviors, by household income, October 2018
Appeal to Black and Hispanic consumers with prepared snack options
Figure 38: Restaurant Behaviors, by race & Hispanic origin, October 2018

Restaurant Attitudes
Dining out is a favorite activity for consumers
Figure 39: Restaurant Attitudes, October 2018
Urban consumers view restaurant spending differently
Figure 40: Restaurant Attitudes, by area, October 2018
Younger generations have a personal connection to restaurants
Figure 41: Restaurant Attitudes, by generation, October 2018
Asian and Hispanic consumers prefer to spend money on dining out
Figure 42: Restaurant Attitudes, by race & Hispanic origin, October 2018
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Planned Dining Out Behavior for 2019
Dining out remains a top social occasion for consumers
Figure 43: Planned dining out behavior for 2019, October 2018
Almost one fourth of iGens plan to visit LSRs less often in 2019
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Sustainable packaging of special interest to older generations
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Social media is more important to younger generations
Figure 53: Areas of Concentration for Restaurants – social media engagement with customers, by generation, October 2018
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